
Scottish CND AGM: Chair’s Framing Statement 

Scottish CND oppose all weapons of mass destruction, biological and chemical and nuclear but our 

name reflects the main aim of our campaign- the removal of UK nuclear weapons from Scotland and 

the world.  Thanks, at least in part to our effort, most political and religious leaders in Scotland 

oppose nuclear weapons and want to collaborate with signatory states to the Treaty for the 

Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons (TPNW) which entered into force in 2021. The current UK 

government is sending a new generation of nuclear powered submarines and missiles carrying new 

nuclear bombs to Scotland and we have a prime minister prepared to end all livable life for half the 

planet. Stopping this madness has never been more urgent given the catastrophic humanitarian and 

environmental consequences of nuclear weapons, the enhanced threats of the war in Ukraine and the 

cost of living crisis, while the urgency of climate emergency and mass extinction is being ignored. Our 

achievements this past extraordinary year – the war in Ukraine, the 40th anniversary of Faslane peace 

camp, the first meeting of the state parties to the TPNW, the delayed 10th review conference of the 

1970 Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT), the 70th anniversary of the first UK nuclear test - are outlined in 

the separate ‘year in review’ document also being prepared for the AGM. This document reminds you 

of some basic organizational realities and policies to help you to think about what we should be doing 

and can achieve towards our aim in the year ahead. 

Scottish CND draws on a broad repertoire of campaigning including non-violent direct action, political 

lobbying, education work, social media and street stalls. For example, we continue to support Faslane 

Peace Camp, Peace Education Scotland our sister charity that focuses on schools, and work with the 

Scottish Parliament Nuclear Disarmament Cross Party Group. We also have a formal relationship and 

friendly collaboration with CND UK, and liaise with many peace, justice, and environmental 

organisations, while maintaining our own policies.  As an active ICAN partners, we can advocate at the 

UN as part of a global team that is sharing academic and diplomatic resources. We welcome your 

thoughts on ways to support more people to take actions and to make campaigning enjoyable and 

involve a sense of achievement, for example setting goals that help us to measure success.   

SCND has about 2000 members and a handful of local groups. Our membership is steady but not 

increasing. Local group coverage of Scotland is uneven and patterns of membership do not include as 

many affiliated trade unions, political parties and youth groups as in the 1980s. We would like ideas 

and help with remedying this. In the middle of a cost of living crisis that is causing harm to many, we 

need to be very careful about asking for financial support. At the moment we are at risk of spending 

more than we routinely earn in membership fees and large donations and legacies help keep the 

organization afloat. We are keen to hear views about the appropriateness of financial appeals and 

recruitment drives or entirely new approaches.  

Sustaining and building popular opposition to nuclear weapons requires continuous awareness- 

raising actions and educational work; the pro-nuclear lobby is powerful, some constantly repeated 

myths remain tenacious and anti-nuclear activism can die out over a generation. Not everybody yet 

fully understands the genocidal and ecocidal consequences if even a small number of nuclear 

weapons were used. Nor do they know the harm already done or the ongoing harms of their 

production and maintenance - radioactive discharges, environmental damage, the risks of accident, 

and astronomical costs of squandering resources that are so desperately needed for the common 

good. There is always work to do and limited resources and so we need to get smarter at setting 

priorities and finding useful ways of assessing our impact. Again views are welcome. 

Scottish CND are not party political and have members across parties. Since an AGM resolution in 

2013, we have had a position in support of Scottish Independence as the shortest route to nuclear 

disarmament in the UK. There is no UK-wide party that advocates nuclear disarmament but if an 

independent Scotland required the removal of the UK’s nuclear weapon system then it would cease 

to be operational because there is no alternative site to Faslane and Coulport. This was documented 

by John Ainslie in a report Trident: Nowhere to Go 2012which can be downloaded from our website, 



along with updated versions written in 2013&2014. We argue that the first act of an independent 

Scotland must be to sign the TPNW.  This would ensure international and UN support to the new 

Scottish state which would then be legally bound to demand the disarming and removal of the UK’s 

nuclear weapon system from Scotland.  Scotland, therefore, is in the unique position of having the 

potential to achieve the disarmament of a nuclear armed state, a significant step towards world 

nuclear disarmament. This is also acknowledged by the other ICAN partners in Scotland (see 

nuclearban.scot). 

Scottish CND has long opposed membership of NATO because of its nuclear posture. Awareness of 

the threat of nuclear weapons has been raised by Putin’s reference to them while waging war in 

Ukraine.  Rather than reflecting on how to take up and create opportunities to step back from a world 

in which nuclear threats can be made, some leaders seek to join the club that threatens their use.  

Once a signatory of the TPNW, if Scottish politicians then choose to enter negotiations about 

membership of NATO, they would do so in the context of commitment in international law to only 

take up a form of membership that fits with their stand against nuclear weapons and their use.   (See 

the website for a  blog post by Isobel Lindsay and a working paper on NATO.)    

As stated on our website, Scottish CND has a longstanding opposition to nuclear power because of the 

strong links between the nuclear power and nuclear weapon industries, and their shared legacies of 

secrets, lies and environmental pollution.  Fears about the Zaporizhzhia and other nuclear power 

plants in Ukraine have raised the specter of nuclear power plants being accidentally or deliberately 

targeted in war and re-raised awareness of the risks of nuclear power. Every year we remember the 

accident at Chernobyl, and now also at Fukushima. We sometimes remember our more local nuclear 

accidents at Windscale, Dounreay and a near accident at Hunterston. 

The humanitarian and environmental harms of nuclear weapons to all species are raised by 

remembering the accounts of survivors of the bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki and of nuclear 

testing and uranium mining, and talking about local issues like tritium discharges in the Gareloch, war-

fighting exercises and nuclear convoys.   

We want to use AGM time to have a structured discussion to hear the views of members on how best 

to develop our campaigning strategy. This was successful last year and the topics were finalized after 

a pre-AGM meeting to which all local groups and members are invited. To get started we suggest the 

following issues are key messages for the year ahead– not the only ones, you may wish to add others. 

1. War in Ukraine, conventional war, the humanitarian and environmental costs and risk of 

nuclear catastrophe 

2. the Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons as our route to nuclear disarmament 

3. the link between the nuclear threat, military industrial complex and the climate crisis  

4. the financial cost of nuclear weapons, divestment and just transition from nuclear weapons 

related employment 

If we were to divide into groups to discuss one of them, in each case we might address the same 

questions  

 Who are the key audience - should we focus more attention on one? 

 Best methods for involving members and/or getting this messages over? 

  Could we think of ways of measuring success in reaching any audience? 

 

We invite members to reflect on these questions, or others raised by our framing statement, ahead 

of the AGM, and to participate in an inclusive and thoughtful conversation about how our 

movement can most effectively meet the challenges and opportunities ahead of us in 2023. 

Lynn Jamieson, 

Chair, Scottish CND 


